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Outline

Why NNLO?

Techniques for differential higher order calculations

Application to W,Z production at the LHC



Precision QCD

Observables in hadronic collisions

Nevents = L

∫

fi(x1, µ
2) fj(x2, µ

2) σij(x1, x2, µ
2)

Require
luminosity measurement

parton distribution functions

scattering cross sections

⇒ All of these require precise QCD calculations!



Cross sections in QCD

σ = σ0 {1 + αS (l + σ1) + α2
S (l2 + l + σ2) + O(α3

S)}
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Strong coupling constant not small: αS(MZ) ≈ 0.12

Contains scales l = ln(µ2/Q2)
Get scales from UV and IR renormalization

Scales are arbitrary: dσ
dµ

= 0

⇒ but truncation of expansion at O(αn
S) induces a scale dependence of O(αn+1

S
)

Residual scale dependences provide estimate of neglected higher order effects

Resummation needed in phase-space corners

Matching with parton showers (HERWIG, PYTHIA)



From LO to NNLO

Anastasiou, Dixon, Melnikov, FP

• Precision predictions at NNLO

• Also miss qualitative effects
at lower orders

• Few initial channels open;
sensitivity to pdfs underestimated

• Few jets in final state

• Jets modeled by too few partons

• Incorrect kinematics, e.g., no pT



Status of NNLO calculations

When is NNLO needed?
When corrections are large (H production, fixed target energies)

For benchmark measurements, where expected errors are small (W, Z, tt̄ production)

What is known?
Several inclusive 2 → 1 processes (W, Z, H production)

A few "semi-inclusive" 2 → 1 distributions (W, Z rapidity distributions)

One fully differential 2 → 1 result (pp → H + X)

Various approximate results (soft approximations)

What do we want?
More fully differential results, to correctly account for experimental cuts

e+e− → 3j: (αS extraction)
Fully exclusive pp → W, Z, γ∗: (luminosity monitor)
pp → 2j: (gluon pdf)
pp → γj: (jet energy scale)



Anatomy of a NNLO calculation

Virtual-Virtual

+ 100 terms

Real-Virtual

+ 300 terms

Real-Real

+ 500 terms



Two-loop integrals

Two-loop integrals not simple, but well understood
Loop integrals satisfy recurrence relations arising from Poincare invariance (Chetyrkin,
Tkachov; Gehrmann, Remiddi)

Automated solution of recurrence relations (Laporta): reduce 100 → 5 master integrals

Use differential equations, Mellin-Barnes integral representations to compute master
integrals (Smirnov; Tausk; Gehrmann, Remiddi)

⇒ Loop integrals not the

sticking point!



Issues in real radiation

Singularity structure: exclusive → singular

Need to extract these singularities from complicated
phase-space integrals



Real radiation at NNLO

Fully differential results at NLO typically use dipole subraction

Tough to extend to NNLO, although some success recently (A. Gehrmann-De Ridder, T.
Gehrmann, N. Glover; B. Kilgore; G. Somogyi, Z. Trocsanyi, V. Del Duca; S. Frixione, M.
Grazzini)

Can devise a general technique based on the infrared structure of higher-order QCD
(Anastasiou, Melnikov, FP)

Automated finding and subtraction of divergences

Produces an epsilon expansion for real radiation graphs (d = 4 − 2ε)

σreal =
A4 [Obs]

ε4
+

A3 [Obs]

ε3
+ . . . + A0 [Obs]

Fully numerical, no analytic integrations required

Produces finite, fully differential results that can be subjected to arbitrary experimental
cuts



Phase-space singularities

Singularities have a complicated form in momentum space
beyond NLO

Map phase-space volume to the unit hypercube

(E, px, py, pz) → (λ1, λ2, . . .), 0 ≤ λi ≤ 1
λ3

λ2

λ1

1

Simple geometry automatization

Easy to spot singular regions the edges



Overlapping singularities

Singularity when two (or more) variables reach the same corner

λ1

λ2 :
λε
1
λε
2

(λ1 + λ2)2
f(λ1, λ2; Obs(λ1, λ2))

Split into sectors

λ1

λ2 = +

map each sector to [0, 1] = +

Repeat until singularities are fully factorized in all phase-space variables.



Applications

Anastasiou, Melnikov, FP

e+e− → 2 jets (2004)

NNLO result for LHC Higgs production pp → H + X (2004)
Study the effect of all experimental cuts on the K-factor in the
channels H → γγ, WW

Use to reweight PYTHIA, HERWIG to differential distributions (Davatz et al.)

Differential decay rate in µ → eνν̄ + X to NNLO (2005)
Direct comparison with the TWIST experiment which puts limits on the existence of
right-handed weak interactions

The first multi-scale two loop amplitude which is evaluated purely numerically



W, Z production

qq̄ → (W,Z) → (lν, ll): clean experimental signature
Important for understanding, calibrating detectors

Can be used as a luminosity monitor (Dittmar et.al.)

Needed for W mass and width measurements

If rapidity is reconstructed, can be used to extract pdfs

⇒ these are all percent level measurements that require differential NNLO results!



W production with spin correlations

W production needed for luminosity monitor at the LHC, W mass measurement, PDFs

Full NNLO calculation with spin correlations needed (Frixione, Mangano)

Cut 1: pe
T > 20 GeV, |ηe| < 2.5, 6 ET > 20 GeV (LHC)

Cut 2: pe
T > 40 GeV, |ηe| < 2.5, 6 ET > 20 GeV (LHC)

Tevatron LHC

LO NLO MC@NLO LO NLO MC@NLO

Cut 1 0.409 0.385 0.383 0.524 0.477 0.485

Cut 1, no spin 0.413 0.394 0.394 0.553 0.510 0.515

Cut 2 0.356 0.340 0.336 0.058 0.129 0.133

Cut 2, no spin 0.389 0.374 0.370 0.075 0.150 0.157

Spin correlations at NLO a 10% effect; need percent-level accuracy for LHC applications!



Preliminary results

Fully exclusive NNLO calculation with spin correlations complete (Melnikov, FP)

Detailed study of acceptances and K-factors underway

µ = mW /2 µ = mW

LHC A(MC@NLO) σMC@NLO

σNLO
A(NNLO) σNNLO

σNLO
A(NNLO) σNNLO

σNLO

Inc - 1.00 - 1.00 - 0.975

Cut 1 0.485 1.02 0.497 1.02 0.492 0.983

Cut 2 0.133 1.03 0.161 1.27 0.155 1.21

Large NNLO perturbative corrections when pe
T > 40 GeV

⇒ region where pe
T > mW /2 only opens at NLO, NNLO first correction to this region

Strong cut dependence of K-factor

Plausibility: LO+parton shower (HERWIG) underestimates NLO by 20%

⇒ hard emission corrections important, HERWIG shower too soft



Conclusions

Have presented new methods for real emission contributions at NNLO and beyond

Can now provide high precision theoretical predictions with all experimental cuts included

Have preliminary presented results for fully exclusive Drell-Yan, with application to luminosity
measurement, W mass, pdfs

Large perturbative corrections at NNLO

Detailed study of K-factor kinematic dependence for LHC analyses

Acceptances and NNLO corrections for Tevatron analyses

Extension to also include neutral current l+l− production
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